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ABSTRACT

We conducted a case study analysis of disaster response patterns across different user groups during Hurricane
Dorian in 2019. We built a tweet collection about the hurricane, covering a two week period. We divided Twitter
users into two groups: brand/organization or individual. We found a significant difference in response patterns
between the groups. Brand users increasingly participated as the disaster unfolded, and they posted more tweets
than individual users on average. Regarding emotions, brand users posted more tweets with joy and surprise,
while individual users posted more tweets with sadness. Fear was a common emotion between the two groups.
Further, both groups used different types of hashtags and words in their tweets. Some distinct patterns were also
discovered in their concerns on specific topics. These results suggest the value of further exploration with more
tweet collections, considering the behavior of different user groups during disasters.
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INTRODUCTION

Different communities exhibit varied types of responses during devastating natural disasters. For instance, news
media are uniquely situated to gather and transmit information, which can help people understand the scope, causes,
and consequences of the unfolding disaster (Miller and Goidel 2009). Humanitarian organizations and other
government agencies are tasked with responsibilities for providing disaster aid, such as health and medical services
(Gralla et al. 2015; Ballesteros and Gatignon 2019). Individual people may rescue those affected, share their
personal experiences, or pray for people caught up in disasters. In order to improve planning for future disasters, we
explore and describe the distinct disaster response patterns of different user groups.
In recent years, social media platforms like Twitter have become important ways to share information, including
during disasters. Twitter users can spread the news about casualties and damage, post tweets related to donation
efforts and alerts, and express their feelings and emotions (Imran et al. 2013). Research has shown that tweeters
who assume different roles (e.g., brand, female, male) behave differently (Li and Fox 2019) among various types
of disasters. Thus, analysis of response behavior should involve aggregations that consider those roles. However,
information on user roles often is unavailable, causing difficulties in user-based research. For example, the gender
value can only be set by a user or predicted by Twitter on the profile page. It cannot be shared publicly and does not
include the brand class of user.
In this paper, we take Hurricane Dorian as a case study and report on a user-based comprehensive analysis of
disaster response patterns, to understand tweeting patterns of different user groups during the disaster. As the
most destructive storm in 2019, Hurricane Dorian devastated the northwestern Bahamas, killing 70 people and
leaving several billion dollars’ worth of damage. Later, it went on to cause over one billion dollars in damage in the
southeast U.S., primarily in Florida and North Carolina. Figure 1 shows heatmaps of geo-tagged tweets during
Hurricane Dorian as well as its path, clearly revealing the development of the catastrophic hurricane. Each red
marker on the map shows the center of the hurricane. We applied T R
(Li, Song, et al. 2018) to identify
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Figure 1. Heatmaps of geo-tagged tweets during Hurricane Dorian, at 2 day intervals

users’ roles, and divided users into two groups: brand users (i.e., newsmakers, organizations, or institutions) and
individual users. To compare the disaster response patterns of the two user groups, we studied user behavior at
the group level through basic analysis, emotion analysis, and text analysis, accompanied by temporal analysis. To
help investigate patterns associated with the disaster, we developed the following research questions: 1) How do
tweeters and tweets demonstrate differences among user groups related to Hurricane Dorian? 2) How does the
average number of tweets change each day for each group? 3) Are there any differences in certain emotions between
the groups? 4) What are the favorite hashtags or words used by different types of users? 5) Regarding specific
topics, is there any difference in tweet posting patterns of the two user groups?
The findings of our study indicate that brand users became increasingly active, since the proportion of brand users
and their posted tweets increased as the disaster unfolded, compared with individual users. Meanwhile, brand
users posted more tweets than individual users on average, and the difference peaked when Hurricane Dorian made
landfall in Florida on September 2. Regarding emotions, brand users posted more joy-related and surprise-related
tweets than individual users, while individual users expressed more sadness than brand users. There was no
significant difference in the fear emotion between the two groups. Simple hashtags and hurricane-related words
were favorites among brand users, while compound hashtags and feeling- and event-related words were frequently
mentioned by individual users. Regarding specific topics, brand users had more focus on casualties, and individual
users were more interested in prayer and President Trump.
We next present related work, and then describe our methodology for data selection and user classification. After
that, we present our detailed findings from multiple aspects. We conclude the paper and provide directions for
future work in the last section.
RELATED WORK
User Classification

Twitter users assuming different roles (e.g., brand, female, male) behave differently. Researchers have long worked
on Twitter user classification according to roles. For example, preliminary work has shown that male users prefer
technology and sports (Bamman et al. 2014), female users are more emotional (Rao et al. 2010), and brand users
act as broadcasters by spreading information or delivering messages. Multiple features have been considered and
extracted for gender classification, including first names, profile descriptions, user networks, tweets, and profile
images.
Extending the traditional bi-classification, (Purohit and Chan 2017) categorized Twitter users into organization,
organization-affiliated, and non-affiliated. They manually selected 1,500 unique users from two event datasets:
Hurricane Matthew and Louisiana Floods, and applied a boosting algorithm with Random Forest for classification.
Further, they analyzed the proportion of the different user groups in the two disasters and anticipated diverse patterns
for content generation practices, including retweets (forwarding message/post), replies or mentions (referencing
another user), and external links (implying external context linking). (Pennacchiotti and Popescu 2011) developed
a general and robust machine learning framework to identify the roles of Twitter users in various scenarios. By
leveraging different types of features (e.g., profile, tweeting behavior, linguistic content, and social network), they
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conducted three tasks: detecting political affiliation, detecting a particular ethnicity, and identifying ‘Starbucks
fans’.
Regarding user classification, most researchers are working on feature selection and model building, but paying less
attention to the applications of such models. The pattern analysis in (Purohit and Chan 2017)’s approach is limited
to user engagement, which can be improved by applying other techniques, as mentioned in their paper.
User-centered Analysis

Researchers have been working on user-centered analysis during disasters for many years. (Kavanaugh et al. 2013)
conducted a social analysis of Twitter users during the 2011 Egyptian Uprising and discovered the characteristics of
individuals users during this man-made disaster. They filtered out brand users and only worked on individual users.
A small number of individual users were manually selected for tweet analysis (e.g., hashtags, words). (Kumar
and Ukkusuri 2018) classified Twitter users into three categories: those outside evacuation zone, evacuees, and
non-evacuees. Afterward, they analyzed the geo-tagged tweets to understand evacuation and return time, as well as
evacuation location patterns of evacuees during Hurricane Sandy.
As far as we know, the work of (Li and Fox 2019) is most relevant to ours. They analyzed a dozen large and
complete tweet collections and studied patterns and mood changes at both the event and role level. Regarding user
analysis, they reported user distribution across disasters and carried out two case studies on mood changes.
Regarding user-centered analysis, researchers prefer to manually select a set of users based on specific rules. Due
to manual selection, their studies are likely based on a small percentage of users, limiting the generality of their
approaches. For example, (Kavanaugh et al. 2013) chose the top 10% of all 3,675 individual users for analysis,
while (Kumar and Ukkusuri 2018) took 14,000 users as good candidates from 13.7 million users.
In comparison, our work aims to build an analysis framework to fill the gap between user classification and
user-centered analysis. Meanwhile, since previous work has focused on the differing patterns between brand and
individual users in general situations, we hope to further understand their patterns in disasters like hurricanes. To
the best of our knowledge, this paper provides the first large scale (fifty-thousand-user-level) report using Twitter
data on the response patterns of brand and individual users during a disaster, carried out through a comprehensive
analysis.
METHODOLOGY

Figure 2 shows the data flow of our analysis across different user groups. First, we created a tweet collection for
Hurricane Dorian and chose a subset within a time window. Second, we employed T R
(Li, Song, et al. 2018)
to detect sampled users from the cleaned tweets, and divided users into two groups: brand and individual users.
Third, we enriched our tweet collection, and then used tweets with user labels for further processing. Finally, we
conducted a comprehensive analysis of the disaster response patterns between the two user groups, including basic
analysis, emotion analysis, and text analysis, accompanied by temporal analysis.

Figure 2. Data flow diagram: selection, classification, and analysis

Data Selection and Cleaning

We applied GetOldTweets3 (Mottl 2018) to create a tweet collection related to Hurricane Dorian. The search query
going into the tool includes the disaster name and range of dates. The time range of the collection covers up to about
4 weeks after the date the hurricane first formed (according to Wikipedia). The raw collection has 591,094 tweets.
Later, we filtered out retweets (RTs) and non-English tweets to avoid muddling of results; there were 565,911 tweets
left after cleaning.
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(Li and Fox 2019) discovered that the timeline of tweets about a hurricane approximates a normal distribution,
where there are few tweets posted at the start and end of the entire disaster. Focusing on the principal part of the
disaster, we chose a subset of the tweet collection for further analysis of disaster response across different users. We
utilized a Gaussian distribution function to fit the hurricane timeline based on non-linear least squares. Figure 3
shows the collection timeline and its corresponding Gaussian fit curve. The mean ` and standard deviation f of the
curve are 226.48 (hours) and 80.73 (hours), respectively. We used ` ± 2f (pink box in Figure 3) for data selection.
The dataset after filtering contains 521,886 tweets posted by 207,894 users, from 08/27/2019 to 09/09/2019.

Figure 3. Number of tweets posted per hour during Hurricane Dorian

User Classification

We applied T R
(Li, Song, et al. 2018) to classify users by role (i.e., brand, female, and male) when given a set
of screen names of Twitter accounts. Using a hybrid model, T R
has a multi-classifier on basic features (BF),
a multi-classifier on advanced features (AF), a CNN model, and a final multi-classifier. The BF multi-classifier
takes the basic features from the user profiles and tweets as input. The AF multi-classifier focuses on the k-top
words in user tweets. The CNN works on the user profile images. The final multi-classifier takes the output of the
above three modules as input for role prediction.
Due to time constraints related to big data analysis, we randomly selected 90,000 tweets, posted by 56,528 users,
from the raw collection. T R
successfully analyzed 48,753 users (86.2% of 56,528 users); the other users
might have been deactivated or protected or have insufficient information to enable prediction. We further merged
both female and male users as individual users for subsequent analysis.
Since we used T R
in our specific disaster scenario, we evaluated its performance to make sure our analysis
results can accurately describe the different patterns between brand and individual users. We randomly selected 150
users from both brand and individual groups for manual inspection. We examined the roles of users by browsing
their Twitter pages, and calculated the precision score of each group; see Table 1. The result shows the precision
score of T R
is 95.3% for brand users while the value is 93.3% for individual users.
Table 1. Precision of T

R
Total

Predicted

Brand
Individual

150
150

for brand and individual users
Brand
143
10

Manual Labeled
Individual Precision
7
95.3%
140
93.3%

In addition, it is worth exploring bot users in our tweet collection. We utilized Botometer (Davis et al. 2016) for
detection. Due to that tool’s rate limit, we only employed the tool to check the sampled users mentioned above
(i.e., 150 users per group). We set the threshold to 0.5, which means a user is a bot user if the prediction score is
higher than 0.5. Then we calculated the percentage of bot users for each group; see Table 2. The result indicates
that brand users have relatively more bot users than individual users, but only a small percentage of users are bots.
Accordingly, we believe that bots have little impact on our results. All told, we extracted tweets with user labels
during the above time range as our final dataset, including 267,842 tweets posted by 45,237 users.
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Table 2. Percentage of bot users in brand and individual users
Total
Predicted

Brand
Individual

150
150

Bot
10
3

Botometer
Percentage
6.67%
2.00%

FINDINGS
Basic Analysis

We conducted a basic analysis of the tweet posting patterns between brand and individual users during the disaster.
Among the 267,842 tweets, there are 143,346 (53.5%) tweets posted by 16,835 (37.2%) brand users and 124,496
(46.5%) tweets posted by 28,402 (62.8%) individual users. We calculated the average number of tweets posted by
different users within the entire time window. Each brand user posted 8.5 tweets on average, which is almost two
times greater than individual users (4.38 tweets per user).
Then we analyzed the user participation and proportion of tweets posted by different user groups at the day level.
We counted the number of unique brand users and individual users per day and calculated the proportion of each
group with the development of the disaster; see Figure 4a. Similarly, we computed the proportion of tweets posted
by different user groups every day; see Figure 4b. The two figures show that as the disaster unfolded, brand users
participated more actively than individual users. When the disaster formed, brand users constituted only 30% of the
entire users, but the proportion reached about 55% two weeks later. Meanwhile, the proportion of tweets posted by
brand users also increased in general, having a similar trend as the proportion of brand users.

(a) Proportion of users in the two groups

(b) Proportion of tweets posted by different user groups

Figure 4. Proportion of different user groups (left) and tweets posted by different user groups (right) per day
Twitter Account
EcoInternetDrGB
TheChestnutPost
poandpo
TimMelino
gridpointwx
PlanaWeather
wsbtv
NWS_LCH
WFTV
NewsNetNews

Figure 5. Average number of tweets posted by different user groups per day

Description
Climate
News
News
Meteorologist
Forecasting
Forecasting
News
Alerts
News
News

# of Tweets
887
846
840
733
733
496
464
461
409
375

Table 3. Top 10 brand users with their descriptions
and the total number of tweets posted

Since both the proportion of brand users, and of tweets posted by them, increased at the same time, we further
investigated the average number of tweets posted by different user groups per day; see Figure 5. Both brand and
individual users posted 1.2 tweets on average on August 27. Afterward, the daily average number increased for both
user groups, but it is clear that brand users posted more tweets related to Hurricane Dorian than individual users.
When the hurricane hit Florida on September 2, each brand user posted more than 3 tweets while each individual
user posted about 2 tweets per day. The significant difference between the two groups kept up through when the
hurricane dissipated after September 9. It seems that brand users would most likely share information during the
disaster. Table 3 lists the top 10 brand users with their descriptions and the total number of tweets posted. Based on
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the descriptions in their Twitter pages, we observe that they fall into two groups, meteorological agencies and news
sites, which is consistent with our expectations.
Emotion Analysis

We reused an existing recurrent neural network (RNN) model (Colneriĉ and Demsar 2018) for predicting Ekman’s
emotions (Ekman 1992), which include six basic emotions (i.e., joy, fear, surprise, sadness, anger, and disgust). The
model takes a tweet as input and predicts the mood scores (represented as probabilities).

Figure 6. Average scores of emotions between brand users (left) and individual users (right)

First, for each user group, we applied the emotion detection model to generate emotion scores for all tweets, and
calculated the average score of each mood. If users express a strong emotion (e.g., fear, surprise) through tweets,
the average score of that mood should be high. Figure 6 depicts the score distribution of emotions between brand
and individual users. For both groups, users posted more tweets with the joy emotion than with the other emotions;
the average mood score is about 0.40. Fear is the second dominant mood, followed by surprise, sadness, anger,
and disgust. Because the average scores of anger and disgust are less than 0.05, indicating only a small number of
tweets related to the two emotions, we filtered them out and chose the top four emotions for further analysis.
Second, to better understand the emotional tweets, we set a threshold \ = 0.7 and considered tweets with scores
greater than the threshold as good representatives for each emotion. Some typical words or phrases are extracted
from those representative tweets and listed across different emotions and user groups in Table 4. We noticed
that both brand and individual users shared some emotional words in their tweets. For example, they mentioned
wonderful and thank in the joy emotion. Frighten, fear, and terrifying are used by both user groups to express the
fear emotion while sad, saddened, and r.i.p are common words related to sadness. Further, we also found that users
were surprised by different events. Brand users were mainly surprised by the impact of the hurricane, such as
special track and 100mph+ winds. Meanwhile, individual users showed their surprise at personal events (e.g., late
birthday gift, hurricane party) caused by the disaster.
Third, Figure 6 shows that brand users posted more joy-related and surprise-related tweets than individual users.
In contrast, individual users seemed sadder than brand users. However, that is an overall description during the
selected time range. In this case, we calculated the average scores of the four major emotions per day to verify
whether there are some patterns of emotions across users. Figures 7a through 7d show the average scores of different
emotions between brand and individual users per day. The overall description can also be applied at the day level.
Later, we carried out a paired t-test (significance level U = 0.05) to statistically examine the significant differences
between the two user groups. Table 5 shows the results of the paired t-test, including the mean, variance, and
p-values of emotion scores in each group. Based on the one-sided test, the p-values in the joy, surprise, and sadness
moods are much smaller than U, indicating the differences (i.e., greater or less) between both groups. Regarding the
fear emotion, the p-value (0.097) is higher than 0.05, showing there is no significant difference at that level between
brand and individual users. Additionally, we also measured the Pearson’s correlation across the four emotions and
user groups. The r-values of the joy, surprise, and sadness emotions are above 0.85, which means the average scores
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in both brand and individual users are highly correlated. Also, we can consider the two user groups are moderately
correlated in the fear mood since the r-value is about 0.5.
Table 4. Four major emotions and their corresponding typical words or phrases
Emotion
Joy

User Group
Brand
Individual
Brand

Fear

Individual
Surprise

Brand
Individual

Sadness

Brand
Individual

Typical Words / Phrases (lowercase)
beautiful sunrise, nature’s beauty, smiles evening universal, wonderful pilots, assist answering,
thanks visiting, enjoy chatting, ocean rescue recovery, join charity, everyone donate
great day, love leave, community safe, prayer, funny video, happy labor day, feeling better,
prayed three rosaries, god bless you, amen, thank lord, stay safe, wonderful evening
feared bahamas, frightened, florida fears, terrifying, death toll, nightmare, tortured path,
hyped fear mongering hurricanes, scared, life-threatening, deadly
traumatized, terrified, drive fear, terrifying, big fear fear-mongering, scared, cape fear,
threatened, nuclear coffin, frightening, terror, death toll
what’s coming, birth strong, special track, longer wait time, disney surprise, last minute
evacuation, 100mph+ winds, protect launch infrastructure
late brithday gift, i’m paper towels, surprise trip disney, people freaking out, get one free,
mystery shipwreck, forgot anniversary, hurricane party, never know
sad, r.i.p., saddened, queen left, heart broken, lost loved ones, dead, upsetting, miss,
heartbreaking, empty disney, ghost town, sadness
sad, queen left, saddened, precious children, r.i.p, sweet children, condolences, lost, dead,
missing, deceased, tragedy, heart goes, saddening, helpless, drowned

(a) Average score of the joy emotion

(b) Average score of the fear emotion

(c) Average score of the surprise emotion

(d) Average score of the sadness emotion

Figure 7. Average scores of emotions between brand and individual users per day

Table 5. Paired t-test and Pearson correlation coefficient across user groups and emotions
User Group
Brand
Individual
User Group
Brand
Individual

Mean
0.4117
0.3848
Mean
0.1716
0.1621

Joy
Variance p-value
8.12e-4
8.80e-6
9.21e-4
Surprise
Variance p-value
2.27e-4
2.06e-4
1.07e-4

r-value
0.8660
r-value
0.8856

Mean
0.2650
0.2684
Mean
0.0813
0.1051

Fear
Variance p-value
4.38e-5
0.097
1.21e-4
Sadness
Variance p-value
1.98e-4
5.55e-9
2.77e-4
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Text Analysis

We first extracted both hashtags (e.g., #hurricanedorian) and words (e.g., hurricane, dorian) from the entire tweet
corpus and counted their frequencies. Figure 8 shows the top 20 hashtags and words posted by both brand and
individual users. The frequency of the top hashtag #hurricanedorian is 83,313, which is almost the sum of the
frequencies of the other hashtags, compared with the gradually decreased distribution of top words. The top
hashtags include hurricane (e.g., #hurricanedorian, #dorian), weather (e.g., #weather, #flwx, #scwx), location (e.g.,
#bahamas, #florida), and prayers (e.g., #bahamasstrong). Compared with those hashtags, the top words mainly
focus on the basic information (e.g., category, path, landfall, track) or impact (e.g., storm, wind, coast, beach) of
the disaster. Afterward, we counted the frequency of hashtags/words for both brand and individual users, separately.
For each hashtag/word, we subtracted its frequency in one group from the one in the other group and sorted all
hashtags/words by their subtraction values in each group. Then we selected the top 10 differentiated hashtags and
words from each group, as shown in Figure 9, which can describe the difference between brand and individual users.

(a) Hashtags and frequencies

(b) Words and frequencies

Figure 8. Top 20 hashtags (left) and words (right) posted by all users

(a) Top hashtags by frequency

(b) Top words by frequency

Figure 9. Top hashtags (left) and words (right) by frequency, showing |brand - individual| values

Regarding hashtags, brand users likely posted simpler hashtags, which usually contain one specific word such as
#hurricane, #news, #dorian, #flooding. Most hashtags are common and could be reused next time; they are easy and
convenient for management. Individual users preferred to use compound words as hashtags like #hurricanedorian
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and #hurricanedorian2019, which seem to be for one-time use, and have rich and targeted information. Particularly,
#disasterassistteam, #dat, and #prayforthebahamas are the popular hashtags for individual users, showing their
concerns about hurricane rescue and the hurricane-affected country.
Regarding words, brand users applied hurricane-related words to publish the disaster information, such as florida,
storm, update, and carolina. Different from brand users, individual users were more concentrated on personal
feelings (e.g., pray, hope, think) and specific events (e.g., alabama, golf, and mar-a-lago).
For further analysis, we manually select three topics and their corresponding words during Hurricane Dorian; see
Table 6. Specially, the Trump-related words describe two events during Hurricane Dorian. One is that President
Trump went golfing during the disaster, and the other is he had erroneously stated that the hurricane threatened
Alabama.
Table 6. Three selected topics and their corresponding words
Topic Type
Casualty-related
Prayer-related
Trump-related

Words (lowercase)
victim, dead, death, kill, die, loss, drown, missing
pray, prayer, r.i.p, hope, god, wish, brace, crave, appeal
golf, mar-a-lago, alabama

Figure 10. Percentages of tweets related to the three topics posted by brand and individual users

We counted the number of tweets containing those words in each topic for both brand and individual users at the day
level, and divided it by the total number of tweets posted by the two types of users, for normalization. Figure 10
shows the percentages of tweets related to the three topics posted by brand and individual users. From the figure
we know that the percentages of casualty-related tweets for both groups increased sharply after the hurricane hit
Florida on September 2. Brand users posted relatively more casualty-related tweets than individual users. The peak
value appears on September 8, where over 10% of tweets posted by brand users contained words in the casualty
topic. Regarding the prayer topic, the two peaks appeared on August 28 and August 31 for individual and brand
users, separately. Different from the posting patterns of casualty, individual users posted more prayer-related tweets
than brand users. Both trends gradually decreased after September 2. In addition, the percentages of tweets are
highly correlated with the two events that mainly took place on September 1 and September 4 for the Alabama
controversy, and September 2 for the golf course. Further, more tweets were posted by individual users regarding
the Alabama controversy.
Based on our work, we share some general thoughts that might guide others interested in similar studies. As a start,
we categorized Twitter users into both brand and individual users and discovered that different user groups have
distinct response patterns during Hurricane Dorian. Here, we propose several possible cases, showing how to make
use of such results or apply T R
in user-centered research during disasters in practice. First, the landfall date
of Hurricane Dorian is important, because multiple patterns performed differently before and after the hurricane
hit the land, including tweet posting patterns, emotion patterns (i.e., surprise and sadness), and topical patterns
(i.e., casualty-related and prayer-related). More comparisons could be carried out across user groups between the
two stages. Second, regarding topic analysis, we chose three general topics to describe different patterns. More
topical or specific words (e.g., preparedness, response, impact, recovery, and others) can be added so that we are
able to analyze different reactions to topics or events between both brand and individual users. Third, T R
detects three roles of users, which will help retrieve tweets posted by different user groups and support analysis of
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a particular user class. It is also feasible to conduct pattern analysis within individual users, comparing patterns
between female and male users. According to different user behavior, corresponding measures can be applied
during disasters. For instance, if female users expressed more sadness in their tweets, psychologists or counselors
would pay more attention to them.
CONCLUSION

Focusing on various types of disaster response across different users on Twitter, we carried out a case study during
Hurricane Dorian to analyze response patterns across different user groups. We built a tweet collection for a
two-week period, covering the primary phase of the hurricane. Then, we applied TwiRole (Li, Song, et al. 2018) to
detect different roles of users and categorized them into brand and individual users. For comparison between both
groups, we launched a comprehensive analysis from four aspects: basic analysis, emotion analysis, text analysis,
and temporal analysis.
We first investigated tweet posting patterns and found that brand users became more and more active, while
individual users had an opposite performance with the development of the disaster. Brand users also posted more
tweets than individual users on average, especially on the day the hurricane made landfall in Florida. Next, based
on the average emotion score of each group, we concluded that brand users had more joy- and surprise-related
posts, while more sadness-related tweets were posted by individual users. Both groups similarly expressed their fear
feelings during the devastating hurricane. Then, we worked on hashtags and words mentioned by both groups and
discovered that simple hashtags were favored by brand users, while compound hashtags were frequently mentioned
by individual users. Regarding words, brand users preferred hurricane-related words, while individual users likely
adopt words related to their personal feelings or specific events. Finally, three topical trends illustrated that brand
users were more focused on casualties, while the concerns of individual users were the topics of prayer and President
Trump.
There are some limitations to our analysis that should be noted. Though we have a large number of users and tweets,
it still is a sampling-based study of disaster response patterns. Moreover, T R
cannot correctly predict all
users, resulting in an approximate analysis. Similarly, the emotion detection model generates the probability of
each emotion for each tweet. By averaging the emotion scores of tweets, we can briefly describe the distribution of
emotional tweets, but it might not be the best approach. In future work, we plan to add more hurricane-related
tweet collections to conduct a group case study. We will also retrieve geo-tagged tweets and examine the spatial
distribution between brand and individual users. Another improvement would be to apply topic modeling on
emotional tweets, which can assist in understanding the differences regarding emotional topics between different
user groups.
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